Constrained Via Minimization is the problem of reassigning wire segments of a VLSI routing so that the number of vias is minimized. In this paper, a new approach is proposed for twolayer VLSI routing. This approach is able to handle any types of routing, and allows arbitrary number of wire segments split at a via candidate.
Introduction
Via is a mechanism (hole) for connecting wire segments of a net distributed on different layers in two-layer or multi-layer VLSI routing. However, in integrated circuit fabrication, the yield is inversely related to the number of vias because a chip with more vias has a smaller probability of being fabricated correctly. In addition, via has an associated resistance that affects circuit performance. Finally, the size of a via is usually larger than the width of wires. As a result, more vias lead to more routing space. Therefore, it is desirable to minimize the number of vias introduced in VLSI routing. However, VLSI routing is a complex and intractable problem. Therefore, existing routers and design tools can only consider the minimization of the number of tracks in channel routing, completion of switchbox routing, and wire length minimization as their primary objectives. As a consequence, via minimization is either ignored or de-emphasized in the routers and design tools, and therefore comes as an 'afterthought' problem in VLSI routing.
Given an initial routing consisting of a set of wire segments, the problem to reassign wire segments to available layers so that the logical connections are maintained and the number of vias required is minimized without changing the topology of the initial routing is so-called Constrained Via Minimization, or CVM. Because the via minimization is realized by reassigning the layers of wire segments, it is also referred to as Layer Assignment Problem. In this paper, we use the two terms alternatively.
The constrained via minimization is NPComplete [ll] . However, for a special case where the number of the wire segments split at a via candidate is not more than three elegant theoretical results have been obtained [5, 6 , 8, lo] . But, the situation that four or more wire segments split at a via candidate can not be avoided in practical VLSI routing. As a result, those methods are not suitable to handle practical routing problems. Although some methods can be used to handle the situation that there are more than three wire segments split at a via candidate, they are only suitable for some particular routing patterns, such as Manhattan routing, and difficult to be adjusted to meet the practical requirements, such as, the layer assignment of special nets [9] . In this paper, a new approach to the two-layer constrained via minimization problem for two-layer VLSI routing is proposed. In contrast to the other existing approaches, this approach is suitable for both gridbased and gridless routing, and arbitrary number of wire segments are permitted to be split at a via candidate. In order to test the efficiency of the heuristic algorithm, we have implemented the heuristic algorithm in C++ on SunSPACR 20. Experimental results showed that this approach is effective and efficient. This paper is organized as follows: firstly, we present a new graphic representation of a twolayer routing, termed LAP graph. Then, on the basis of that representation, we formulate the constrained via minimization problem as a so-called Switching Problem. Next, a heuristic algorithm is proposed for solving the switching problem followed by the issues of practical considerations, and then the experimental results are provided. Finally, we conclude this new approach.
LAP Graph
In order to facilitate the description of the LAP graph, the following definitions are introduced. Planar representation: The projection of a two-layer routing on a planar which parallels to the two routing layers. Net: A collection of wire segments that electrically connect a set of terminals. Cross point: A point at which two different wire segments intersect or overlap on the planar representation.
Via:
A mechanism (hole) for connecting wire segments of a net on different routing layers.
Via candidate:
A proper point at which a via might be introduced. The following two rules are used to select via candidates on the planar representation of a routing. Firstly, a cross point cannot be chosen to be a via candidate; secondly, if there are several contiguous points on a net that are not cross points, we only choose one of them as a via candidate rather than all of them. In fact, we select the one with maximal split degree as a via candidate. Net segment: A piece of net separated by via candidates. Note that a net segment is not limited to a straight line segment. It can be a collection of connected line segments. Cluster: A maximal set of mutually crossing or overlapping net segments. Note that once a net segment is assigned to a layer, the layer assignments of the rest net segments in the cluster are determined. Because the net segment can be EISsigned onto either of the two available routing layers, there are only two possible ways to assign the net segments in a clusters to layers. The layer assignment of a net segment in a cluster only ~e -stricts the layer assignments on the net segmerts in the same cluster and never restricts the layer assignments of the net segments in the other clusters. Assume that c 1 , c 2 , . . . , cn are entire clusters, 211,212, . . . , up are all via candidates, and R is a feasible layer assignment with regard to a constrained via minimization problem. The LAP graph, G(V, E), is constructed in the following way: 
2.
u 1 E V C , 212 E CL, and via candidate u 1 is adjacent to a net segment in the cluster u 2 and the net segment is assigned to the solid line layer in R, u 1 E CL, u 2 E V C , and via candidate u 2 is adjacent to a net segment in the cluster u 1 and the net segment is assigned to the dotted line layer in R. It can be seen from the above two figures that if all net segments being incident to a via candidate are arranged on the same layer, then no via is introduced at the via candidate. In contrast, if there exist two of the wire segments are arranged on two different layers, a via must be introduced at the via candidate in order to connect the net segments on different layers. Reflected on the corresponding LAP graph, the above situation is that if the directions of all the arcs being incident to the via candidate vertex are identical, e.g. all the arcs point to the via candidate, then no via is introduced at the corresponding via candidate; otherwise, a via must be introduced there. Thus, the number of vias introduced in a layer assignment equals to the number of the via candidate vertice on the corresponding LAP graph whose both indegree and out-degree are not zero. If the degree of a via candidate is zero, that means all the net segments being incident to the via candidate belong to the same cluster. We denote this kind of via candidates as intrinsic via candidates. If there is a via introduced in the original routing, then there will be a via in the optimized layer assignment; if there is no via introduced there, then there will be no via introduced in the optimized layer assignment.
Problem Formulation
We define Switching Graphs of the LAP graph as the graphs obtained by reversing the direction of all the arcs being incident to the vertice in a subset of CL, S. It has been seen that a switching graph corresponds to a feasible layer assignment. The layer assignment is the one that is obtained by switching all the layer assignments of the net segments in S. In fact, the layer assignments and the switching graphs are one-to-one correspondence. Since there are 2n different switching graphs of the LAP graph, there are 2n different layer assignments. Thus, the constrained via minimization problem is transferred into the following problem:
Given a LAP graph, find a switching graph of it such that the number of the via candidate vertice whose neither in-degree nor out-degree is zero is minimum. This is named as switching graph problem.
Considering the high computational complexity of the switching problem, a heuristic algorithm is proposed to the intractable problem.
Heuristic Algorithm for the Switching Problem
The associating situations between cluster vertex ci and via candidate vertex v j are divided into the nine types shown in Figure 3 , excluding isomorphic situations. The isomorphic situations refer to the patterns obtained by reversing the direction of all the arcs in the figure. 
FIGURE 3. The associating situations between cluster vertex ci and via candidate vertex v j A weight is assigned to each of the nine associating types. The weight w(ci,vj) is a measurement of the contribution to eliminate the via at the via candidate vj if we switch the cluster ci. It is defined as follows:
-1 types (l), (5) and (9) w ( c ; , v j ) = 0 types (3), (6) and (7) (1) { 1 types (21, (4) and (8) where < ci,vj > E E or < vj,ci > E E.
tex ci as below:
We further define the weight of a cluster ver- 
( c i ) . Especially,, if W ( c i ) is negative then the number of vias will be increased by IW(ci)l; if W ( c i )
is zero then the number of vias will not be changed. Therefore, a hill-climbing algorithm is proposed to solve the switching graph problem. The input of the algorithm is a LAP graph, and the output of the algorithm is the optimal switching graph of the LAP graph. The basic idea behind this algorithm is: firstly, we select a cluster vertex ci in CL such that W ( c i ) is the maximum of all cluster vertice. If W ( c i ) is greater than zero, then a switching graph is generated by reversing the direction of all the arcs that are incident to ci. The generated switching graph corresponds to a feasible layer assignmnet of the original constrained via minimization problem, but the number of the vias introduced in this layer assignment is W ( c i ) less than that of the previous layer assignment. This procedure is called "selecting-and-switching" . The procedure "selecting-and-switching" is repeated until W ( c i ) is less than zero. In this manner, a satisfactory layer assignment can be obtained. Like other hill-climbing algorithms, however, this algorithm cannot guarantee to find an optimal solution as the procedure could terminate at a local minimum in contrast to a global minimum. Thus, in order to increase the possibility of finding the optimal solution, some strategies to escape from a local minimum is adopted. One of the strategies is that we allow the cluster vertex whose W ( c i ) is zero to be selected during the course of "selecting-and switching". Although it will not reduce the number of vias immediately, it will benefit to escape from a local minimum. Another strategy to escape from a local minimum is called "mutation". The mutation is to randomly select several cluster vertice to switch. It could lead to increase the number of vias temporally, but it contributes to find a global minimum. Experimental results have shown that these strategies are effective to escape from local minimum and therefore achieve an optimal solution. The algorithm is described as follows:
1. Select a cluster vertex such that its W ( c i ) is maximum; 2. If W ( c i ) is not negative, then reverse the direction of the arcs that are incident to ci and go to 1; otherwise, 3. If the result is satisfactory, then exit; otherwise,
4.
Randomly select several cluster vertice and reverse the direction of the arcs being incident to these cluster vertice; then, go to 1.
Practical Considerations
Due to the fabrication technology, or performance considerations, some practical constraints should be taken into account within the constrained via minimization. The constraints are different from a routing environment to another subject to fabrication technology, design requirements and performance considerations. The proposed algorithm can be easily adjusted to meet different practical constraints. Here are some examples: 5.1.
Generally speaking, the terminals of a routing should be arranged on a particular layer in prac1,ical routing. Sometimes, some of the terminals are forced to be arranged on a layer whereas the rest on the other layer. Our algorithm can deal wi1;h the situation in the following way: Firstly, for each terminal we check if it is assigned on the expected layer. If not, we flip over the layer assignment of the cluster to which the terminal belongs so that the terminal is assigned to the right layer. Then, we mark all the clusters that contain the terminals and never select those marked cluster vertice to switch. In this way, the terminals can be itrranged on the expected layers.
The layer assignment of special nets
In practical routing, some special nets are required to be assigned onto a particular layer. For example, power lines should always be assigned to metal layer. In line with the technique used for handling terminals' layer assignment problem, we find all the clusters associated to the special nets and adjust the layer assignment of those clusters so that the special nets are assigned on the assigned layer. We mark all the clusters that contain the net segments of the special nets and never select those marked clusters to switch.
Experimental Results

The layer assignment of terminals
The proposed algorithm has been implemented in C++ language on a SunSPARC 20 workstation, and it has been evaluated on soine examples. For all the tested examples, optimal layer assignments were obtained. Table 1 shows its performance on the examples. Figure l(d) is the optimized layer assignment of the initial routing shown in Figure l In order to test the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, we further developed a program that can generate randomly an initial routing. And then, we used the implemented program to minimize the number of vias in the initial routing. In this way, we generated and tested six thousands of initial routings. The average sizes of clusters and via candidates were 621 and 428, respectively, and the percentage of via elimination was up to 68% in average.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a new approach to the constrained via minimization problem for two-layer routing. This proposed approach can handle both grid-based and gridless routing problems, and allows arbitrary wire segments split at a via candidate. In fact, it can even be used for the routings in which there exist irrational situations that might be raised by designers' interference. Therefore, it is practical. In addition, it is easy to be adjusted to meet various restrictions as we have discussed earlier in this paper. The experimental results have shown that it is effective and efficient.
However, like other constrained via minimization approaches, this approach is not able to eliminate the vias introduced at intrinsic via candidates.
